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his ambitious, growing series addresses various angles of the “Holocaust” of the WWII era. Most of them are based on decades of research from
archives all over the world. They are heavily footnoted and referenced. In contrast to most other works on this issue, the tomes of this series
approach its topic with profound academic scrutiny and a critical attitude. Any Holocaust aficionado ignoring this series will remain oblivious
to some of the most important research in the field. These books are designed to both convince the common reader as well as academics. The following 47 volumes have appeared so far; except for #31 & 32, all are available as free eBooks at www.HolocaustHandbooks.com.

SECTION ONE:
General Overviews of the Holocaust

The First Holocaust. The Surprising Origin of
the Six-Million Figure. By Don Heddesheimer.
A documentation of pre-WWII propaganda
claiming 6 million Jews
were on the brink of annihilation. It details how Jewish
fund-raising operations in
America raised vast sums
in the name of feeding suffering Poles and Russians
but actually funneled much
of the money to Zionist and
Communist groups. 5th ed.,
198 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#6)
Lectures on the Holocaust. Controversial Issues Cross Examined. By Germar Rudolf. An
encyclopedic overview of revisionist research
results, presented in a dialog style. Rudolf introduces
the most important arguments for his findings, and
his audience reacts with
supportive, skeptical and
also hostile questions. We
believe this book is the best
summary of this taboo topic.
3rd ed., 596 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#15).
Breaking the Spell. The Holocaust, Myth &
Reality. By Nicholas Kollerstrom. In 1942 and
1943, British Intelligence intercepted German
radio communications between concentration camps and the Berlin headquarters. Dr.
Kollerstrom, a science historian, has taken
these intercepts and a wide array of mostly
unchallenged corroborating evidence to show
that “witness statements”
supporting the gas-chamber
narrative clash with the
available scientific data. He
concludes that the history
of the Nazi “Holocaust” has
been written by the victors
with ulterior motives. With
a foreword by Prof. Jim
Fetzer. 5th ed., 282 pp., ill.,
bibl., index. (#31)
Debating the Holocaust. A New Look at Both
Sides. By Thomas Dalton. Mainstream historians insist that there cannot be, may not be
a debate about the Holocaust. But ignoring it
does not make this controversy go away. Dalton juxtaposes the traditional Holocaust narrative
with revisionist challenges
and then analyzes the mainstream’s responses to them.
He reveals the weaknesses
of both sides, while declaring revisionism the winner
of the current state of the
debate. 4th ed., 342 pp., ill.,
bibl., index. (#32)
The Hoax of the Twentieth Century. The Case
against the Presumed Extermination of European Jewry. By Arthur R. Butz. All major entities hostile to Germany must have known what

was happening to the Jews
under German authority,
yet they acted as if no mass
slaughter was occurring.
Evidence adduced to proof
any mass slaughter has a
dual interpretation, while
only the innocuous one can
be proven to be correct. This
edition has numerous supplements with new informaPictured above are the scientific studies that comprise the
series Holocaust Handbooks published thus far. More voltion. 4th ed., 524 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#7)
umes and new editions are constantly in the works.
Dissecting the Holocaust. The Growing Critique of ‘Truth’ and ‘Memory.’ By Germar Ru- of places of interest in Europe. These photos
dolf (ed.). This book applies state-of-the-art are prime evidence for the Holocaust. Air phoscientific technique and classic methods of tos of locations such as Auschwitz, Majdanek,
Treblinka, Babi Yar etc. permit an insight into
detection to investigate the
what did or did not happen there. According to
alleged murder of millions
the author, these images refute many atrocity
of Jews by Germans during
claims made by witnesses in connection with
World War II. In 22 contrievents in the German sphere of influence. 6th
butions—each of some 30
ed., 167 pp., 8.5”×11”, ill., bibl., index. (#27).
pp.—the 17 authors dissect
generally accepted paraBungled: “The Destruction of the European
digms of the “Holocaust.” It
Jews”. Raul Hilberg’s Failure to Prove Nationreads as exciting as a crime
al-Socialist “Killing Centers.” By C. Mattogno.
novel. 3rd ed., 635 pp., ill.,
Hilberg’s book The Destruction... is a standard
bibl., index. (#1)
work on the Holocaust. But Hilberg support
The Leuchter Reports: Critical Edition. By his mass-murder claims
Fred Leuchter, Robert Faurisson and G. Ru- by ripping documents out
dolf. Between 1988 and 1991, U.S. expert on of context, distorting their
execution technologies Fred
content,
misinterpreting
Leuchter wrote four detailed
their meaning, and ignoring
reports addressing whether
entire archives. He cherrythe Third Reich operated
picks “useful” witnesses,
homicidal gas chambers.
and quotes only what suits
The first report on Ausch
him. Lies and deceits permewitz and Majdanek became
ate Hilberg’s book. 302 pp.,
world famous. This edition
bibl., index. (#3)
reprints all four reports and
Jewish Emigration from the Third Reich. By
subjects the first to thorough
Ingrid Weckert. Current historical writings
scrutiny. 4th ed., 252 pp., ill.
about the Third Reich paint
(#16)
a bleak picture regarding
The Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry. its treatment of Jewish citiBy Walter N. Sanning. Six Million Jews died in zens. The truth is that the
the Holocaust. Sanning did not take that num- emigration was welcomed
ber at face value, but thorand supported by the Geroughly explored European
man authorities. Weckert’s
population
developments
booklet elucidates the emiand shifts mainly caused
gration process in law and
by emigration as well as depolicy. 2nd ed., 130 pp., inportations and evacuations
dex. (#12)
conducted by both Nazis and
Inside the Gas Chambers: The Extermination
the Soviets, among other
of Mainstream Holocaust Historiography. By
things. The book concludes
Carlo Mattogno. In 2011, the Holocaust Orthat a sizeable share of the
thodoxy published a book claiming to refute
Jews found missing during
local censuses after the Sec“revisionist propaganda,” trying again to prove
ond World War had either emigrated (mainly “once and for all” that there were homicidal
to Israel or the U.S.) or had been deported by gas chambers at the camps of Dachau, NatzStalin to Siberian labor
weiler,
Sachsenhausen,
camps. 224 pp., ill., bibl.
Mauthausen, Ravensbrück,
(#29).
Neuengamme,
Stutthof…
you name them. Mattogno
Air
Photo
Evidence:
shows with his detailed
World War Two Photos
that mainstream Holocaust
of Alleged Mass Murder
hagiography
is
beating
Sites Analyzed. By G. Ruaround the bush rather than
dolf (ed.). During WWII
addressing revisionist reboth German and Allied
search results. 2nd ed., 280
reconnaissance aircraft
took countless air photos
pp., ill., bibl. (#25)

All books are 6”×9” paperbacks, and all illustrations are b&w unless stated otherwise. Also available as hardcovers (6”×9”). The whole set is available for a considerable discount at shop.codoh.com.
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best mainstream experts on Auschwitz. This study proves that it neither was, nor could
book is a scholarly response to Prof. van Pelt. have worked as such. 2nd ed., 152 pp., ill.,
It shows that his studies are heavily flawed. bibl., index. (#21)
Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit 3rd ed., 692 pp., ill., glossary, bibl., index. (#22)
Auschwitz: Open Air Incinerations. By C. MatCamp? By C. Mattogno & J. Graf. Between
700,000 and 3,000,000 persons were allegedly Auschwitz: Plain Facts: A Response to Jean- togno. Hundred thousands of corpses of murder
murdered in Treblinka. Claims about murder Claude Pressac. G. Rudolf (ed.). French phar- victims were presumably incinerated in pits at
weapons and corpse-destruction techniques macist Jean-Claude Pressac tried to refute re- Auschwitz. Air photos, physical evidence and
vary wildly and are technically absurd. 3rd ed., visionist findings with the “technical” method. wartime documents show that these claims are
In this work, Pressac’s claims are debunked. fiction. 2nd ed., 202 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#17)
384 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#8)
2nd ed., 226 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#14)
The Cremation Furnaces of Auschwitz. By C.
Bełżec in Propaganda, Testimonies, Archeological Research and History. By C. Mattogno. Auschwitz: Technique and Operation of the Gas Mattogno & F. Deana. An exhaustive study of
Between 600,000 and 3 million Jews were al- Chambers: An Introduction and Update. By G. the history and technology of cremation, and of
legedly murdered in Belzec. The stories are Rudolf. Pressac’s 1989 oversize book of the same the Auschwitz cremation furnaces, which are
similar to those about Treblinka, but here, fo- title remains an important reference book. This shown to have been innocuous devices. 3 vols.,
rensic research sheds light on what really hap- book summarizes the most pertinent research 2nd ed., ca. 1220 pp., b&w and color ill. (vols. 2
results gained since, serving as an update and & 3), bibl., index, glossary. (#24)
pened. 138 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#9)
correction to it. 144 pp., ill., bibl. (#42)
Curated Lies: The Auschwitz Museum’s MisSobibóór: Holocaust Propaganda and Reality.
Sobib
By J. Graf, T. Kues & C. Mattogno. Between The Chemistry of Auschwitz: The Technology representations, Distortions and Deceptions
25,000 and 2 million Jews were allegedly killed and Toxicology of Zyklon B and the Gas Cham- By C. Mattogno. The Auschwitz Museum is
in Sobibór. The claims reviewed resemble bers. By G. Rudolf. Zyklon B reacts with mor- a mendacious organization, lying both to milthose about Treblinka. Archeological surveys tar, forming a long-lasting blue pigment. It can lions of tourists and to serious scholars about
separate myth from truth. 2nd ed., 456 pp., ill., be found in the Auschwitz delousing chambers, the true nature of the Auschwitz Camp. Here is
but tellingly not in the claimed homicidal gas the proof. 2nd ed., 259 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#38)
bibl., index. (#19)
chambers. Her is the answer as to why. 4th ed., Mis-Chronicling Auschwitz. D. Czech’s Flawed
The “Operation Reinhardt” Camps Bełżec, 454 pp., color ill., bibl., index. (#2)
Methods, Lies and Deceptions in Her “Ausch
Sobibór, Treblinka. By C. Mattogno. A comprehensive update of the three books above, Auschwitz Lies: Legends, Lies and Prejudices witz Chronicle”. By C. Mattogno. D. Czech’s
on the Holocaust. By C. Mattogno & G. Rudolf. Auschwitz Chronicle, an orthodox standard
with new results from archival and forensic
A number of mainstream scholars have tried reference book on Auschwitz, is exposed as a
research. 402 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#28)
to refute revisionist findings on the Holocaust. mega-fraud. Ca. 320 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#47)
Chełłmno: A Camp in History & Propaganda. Here their claims are exposed as mendacious.
Che
By C. Mattogno. As many as 1.3 million in- 4th ed., 420 pp., ill., index. (#18)
SECTION FOUR: Witness Critique
mates are said to have been killed here. EyeAuschwitz: The Central Construction Office. Elie Wiesel, Saint of the Holocaust: A Critical
witness statements, excavations, crematoria,
By C. Mattogno. A description of the history, Biography. By W.B. Routledge. This biography
building plans, documents, gas vans for homiorganization, tasks and procedures of the office of Wiesel exposes his many personal deceits. It
cidal purposes—all are discussed. 2nd ed., 188
which was responsible for the construction of shows how Zionist control has allowed Wiesel
pp., ill., bibl., index. (#23)
the Auschwitz Camp, including “the gas cham- to force world leaders to genuflect before him
The Gas Vans: A Critical Investigation. By S. bers.” 2nd ed., 188 pp., ill., index, glossary. (#13) as symbolic acts of subordination to World
Alvarez & P. Marais. Nazis presumably used
Garrison and Headquarters Orders of the Aus- Jewry. 3rd ed., 458 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#30)
gas vans to exterminate 700,000 people. Are
chwitz Camp. By G. Rudolf & E. Böhm. Orders
witness statements reliable? Are documents issued by the Auschwitz Camp’s authorities lack Auschwitz: Eyewitness Reports and Perpetragenuine? Could the murder weapons have op- any trace of anything sinister, quite to the con- tor Confessions. By J. Graf. The traditional
erated as claimed? Where are the corpses? 390 trary, their contents flies in the face of the ortho- narrative about Auschwitz rests almost exclusively on witness stories. This study scrutinizpp., ill., bibl., index. (#26)
dox narrative. 185 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#34)
es the 30 most important of these statements.
The Einsatzgruppen in the Occupied Eastern Special Treatment in Auschwitz: Origin and 372 pages, ill., bibl., index. (#36)
Territories: Genesis, Responsibilities and Ac- Meaning of a Term. By C. Mattogno. When aptivities. By C. Mattogno. The Einsatzgruppen pearing in German wartime documents, terms Commandant of Auschwitz: Rudolf Höss, His
are said to have mass-murdered Jews in Rus- such as “special treatment” and “special ac- Torture and His Forced Confessions. By C.
sia during WWII. This study reviews all per- tion” have been interpreted as code words for Mattogno. Höss, the former Auschwitz comtinent sources as well as material traces. 2nd mass murder. The author proves this is not mandant, was captured by the British after
the war. This study reveals how the British
ed., 2 vols., 866 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#39)
true. 2nd ed., 166 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#10)
tortured him to extract various “confessions.”
Concentration Camp Majdanek. A Histori- Healthcare at Auschwitz. By C. Mattogno. This Höss’s depositions are thoroughly analyzed.
cal and Technical Study. By C. Mattogno & J. study shows the extent to which the German au- 402 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#35)
Graf. Up to two million Jews were allegedly thorities at Auschwitz tried to provide approprimurdered in the Majdanek Camp. The authors ate health care for the inmates. It also explores An Auschwitz Doctor’s Eyewitness Account. By
dissect primary sources and repudiate the what happened to inmates subjected to “special C. Mattogno. Nyiszli, a Hungarian physician,
ended up at Auschwitz in 1944 as Dr. Mengele’s
myth of homicidal gas chambers. 3rd ed., 358 treatment.” 398 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#33)
assistant. Later, he wrote about what he allegpp., ill., bibl., index. (#5)
Debunking the Bunkers of Auschwitz: Black edly experienced. This study analyzes Nyiszli’s
Concentration Camp Stutthof and Its Function Propaganda vs. History. By C. Mattogno. Some writings and separates truth from fabrication.
in National Socialist Jewish Policy. By C. Mat- 250,000 Jews are said to have been killed at 484 pp, ill., bibl., index. (#37)
togno & J. Graf. The Stutthof Camp in Western Auschwitz in two former farm houses convertPrussia has never before been scientifically in- ed into gas chambers. This study proves that Rudolf Reder versus Kurt Gerstein: Two False
vestigated by Western historians—until now. these “bunkers” never existed, and how war Testimonies on the Bełżec Camp Analyzed.
By C. Mattogno. Only two witnesses testified
4th ed., 170 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#4)
propaganda was transformed into a “reality.” substantially about Belzec: Rudolf Reder and
2nd ed., 292 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#11)
Kurt Gerstein. Both accounts are presented,
SECTION THREE:
Auschwitz: The First Gassing: Rumor and thoroughly analyzed and exposed. 216 pp, ill.,
Auschwitz Studies
Reality. By C. Mattogno. The first gassing at bibl., index. (#43)
The Making of the Auschwitz Myth. By C. Auschwitz allegedly occurred on Sept. 3, 1941, Sonderkommando Auschwitz I, II, III. By C.
Mattogno. Messages sent by the Polish under- in a basement. This study shows that the Mattogno. Thorough scrutiny of mendacious
ground to London, SS radio messages inter- sources contradict each other in every respect. testimonies by self-proclaimed Sonderkomcepted by the British, and witness statements Original wartime documents inflict a final mando members such as F. Müller, D.
made during and right after the war show how blow. 3rd ed., 190 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#20)
Paisikovic, S. Jankowski, H.
the myth of mass murder in Auschwitz was Auschwitz: Crematorium I and the Alleged Mandelbaum, H. Tauber, S.
created. 514 pp., ill., bibl., index. (#41)
Homicidal Gassings. By C. Mattogno. The Dragon and many others. 3
The Real Case of Auschwitz. By C. Mattogno. morgue of Crematorium I in Auschwitz alleg- vols., 304, 250, ca. 250 pp., ill.,
Prof. Robert van Pelt is considered one of the edly was the camp’s first gas chamber, but this bibl., index. (#44-46)
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